Abstract. In his church of San Lorenzo in Torino Guarino Guarini conceived a structural organism that transfers the weight of the dome to the foundations by means of a partially concealed ribbed structure. This rare example of architecture in which form and structure do not coincide is not the result of an eccentric choice of technical virtuosity, but rather a structure mechanism aimed at achieving certain effects that have been knowingly sought out by the architect.
Introduction
The church of San Lorenzo is the product of the profound cultural and spiritual formation as well as the genius of the Theatine priest Guarino Guarini: it is an example of an architecture that is one of a kind. Its proportions, the constructive system, the use of light as a constructive material and the particular dome with its interwoven arches, all contribute to making Guarini's building one of the greatest masterpieces in the history of architecture. What makes the constructive system that Guarini used special is his conception of a structural organism that transfers the weight of the dome to the foundations by means of a partially concealed ribbed structure. The visitor entering the church does not perceive the actual structure but only the shell that masks it: the dome appears to be resting on the drum, which rests in its turn on four spherical pendentives supported by four arches that would seem to transfer the entire weight of the structure to the ground by means of eight slender columns in red marble. In reality, a complex framework of arches and vaults, hidden from view by the shell itself, performs the loadbearing role. What we have here is a rare example of architecture in which form and structure do not coincide. This is not the result of an eccentric choice of technical virtuosity, but rather a structure mechanism aimed at achieving certain effects that have been knowingly sought out by the architect. Guarini, a man of great scientific and theological knowledge, a mystic and experimenter, mathematician and unflagging researcher, conceived of architecture as an opportunity to manifest the religious tending towards the Divine and believed that constructive techniques were legitimate means for astonishing and arousing a sense of wonder.
1 The morphology of the double structure of the Real Chiesa di San Lorenzo
As the tradition of vaulted structures of domes in churches developed, one particular solution made it possible to place a smaller dome over a larger lower area: this involves the use of pendentives, segments of spheres, which transfer the weight of the dome directly to the vertical walls at the base. This system is significant formally as well as structurally.
Guarini had particular objectives in mind as he composed the interior space of the church, such as effects of light and shadow, emptying of volumes, concatenation of elements in order to create a sense of dynamism as well as astonishment or wonder, etc. For these reasons, having studied Arab and Byzantine structures, he created a structure that was quite distant from traditional schemes and which, given its dimensions, surpassed even the most complicated creations of Moorish Spain.
The classic structure with its frescoed pendentives, drum and dome appear in the church of San Lorenzo, but, as was alluded to earlier, this is more apparent than substantial. The church shows innumerable inconsistencies between the elements that make up the interior and the static reality of the structure. We can find details that leave us perplexed with respect to a traditional composition. The dome appears rest on the drum (though this is perforated by eight windows); the drum appears to rest on the four spherical pendentives (which appear solid but are actually, unbelievably, empty); the pendentives appear to be supported by four arches, although these are pierced through at the impost and the keystone where they would require the most strength; the arches appear to transfer the entire weight of the structure to the ground by means of eight very slender columns in red marble. These details, when considered carefully, belie the fact that what we see is actually an interior shell that goes from the pavement up to the impost of the dome, and which covers the actual load-bearing structure.
On the other hand, from the level of the impost of the dome it is possible to see the load-bearing structure, but the double structure is still present, and in this case is manifested by the external band with windows that surrounds the dome.
It should be noted that the secondary, non-load-bearing structures do have, in any case, a structural function, in that they help stiffen the principal scheme. Thus for example the drum is the element that collects and redistributes the loads between the vaulted system of the dome and the framework of the principal arches below.
Summarising, we can list the elements of the main load-bearing structure of the church, starting with the highest ( fig. 1): A. The small upper dome with its drum (this does not appear in the figure) ; B. The ribs of the dome; C. The four main arches; D. The four diagonal arches; E. The small corner towers; F. The double diagonal climbing arches; G. The structure of the four Serlian windows; H. The four conical vaults; I. The perimeter walls at the base stiffened with pilasters.
In an analogous way, we can list the elements of the interior shell:
